Proposal for amendments to GRSG-117-50  
(Based on ECE/TRANS/WP.29/GRSG/2019/32)

I. Proposal

*Insert new paragraph 3.1.5.*, to read:

```
3.1.5. “Aerodynamic devices” means devices that are designed to reduce aerodynamic drag of road vehicles. The aerodynamic devices to vehicles consist in adds-on that, due to their design, may protrude beyond the outermost part of the vehicles at the back or laterally.

‘Aerodynamic devices and equipment’ mean devices or equipment that are designed to reduce the aerodynamic drag of road vehicles, with the exception of elongated cabs.
```

*Note: The other paragraphs in the basis document remain unchanged.*

II. Justification

This definition is taken from the ACT post TCMV 4 July 2019.

The AC post TCMV reflects also other equipment and on front devices. UN R58 only reflects on rear devices. Therefore the definition should be adjusted.